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Courier Bob
MAXARTISTS

MMS PICTURE
MESSAGING

This might go some way to
explaining what’s happened
to any of your missing post
lately...!

Comments: Resident Evil =
high expectations. Maybe even
a little too high perhaps? The
Zombie count is predictably
large, although it doesn’t look
like much time or attention
was spent on the backdrops!
However, the vibrate function
when the zombies attack adds
nicely to the action.
Availability: Sharp GX10 on
Vodafone

Comments: Lantern-Jawed
Courier Bob has a bit of a
problem. The road layouts
keep changing and he keeps
crashing his post van, so it’s
up to you to make sure his
path is always clear to collect
the parcels and drop them in
the postbox. Sounds easy
enough, until you look at the
screen and realise you can’t
see the roads that well in the
first place due to the pale
colours! It needs more clarity
in the graphics department,
but is an interesting little
puzzler to kill some time.
Availability: Sony Ericsson
T300, T310, T610 from the
Sony Ericsson Fun and
Downloads website
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Resident Evil
CAPCOM
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Plenty of Zombie splatting
action in console conversion.

Ikari Warriors
ELITE

A wonderful arcade conversion.
Rescue Colonel Cooke of the
CIF US Forces who has been
kidnapped by evil revolutionaries.
Comments: Rather than bother
with complicated AI, the game
simply sends you baddies to wipe

PHONEYTUNES
Huge selection of colour
pictures that you can send
to your friends.
wap: http://wap.phoneytunes.com

Courage the
Cowardly Dog
MACROSPACE

Poor Courage isn’t a brave
soul, but he’s got a house
full of ghouls to deal with.
Comments: Armed with only a
ray gun to shoot the various
baddies, including the crafty
Katz, Courage offers lots of
fun for all ages.
Availability: Sharp GX10,
GX20, Nokia 3510i, 3650,
5100, 6100, 6610, 7250
on Vodafone
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out in waves. The result? Hours
of mindless (and rather hypnotic)
bobbing, weaving and blasting. A
similar admirable simplicity has
gone into the look of the game
too – the chunky graphics give a
distinctive mini Rambo feel.
Availability: Nokia 3650, Sharp
GX10, GX20 on Vodafone
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Rugby Challenge

Mappy

Rotobotix

BLUE SPHERE GAMES

NAMCO

MORPHEME

Just in case you’re not sick
of rugby already after the
recent World Cup...

Constable Mappy has to
retrieve stolen goods from
the infamous Nyamco gang.

Solve the mini puzzles to
build a giant robot.

Comments: Nice to see
something different, but would
have been better if it were
more playable! You control the
team as a whole, but it’s hard
to see who to pass to and
you’ll commit fouls without
knowing why. Frustrating.
Availability: Nokia 3510i,
6100, 6610, 7210, 7250,
Siemens MT50 on T-Mobile

Comments: If you can get
past how difficult the game
can sometimes be, there’s a
lot of fun to be had. Thanks to
the control system, you have
to plan your route in advance,
which makes this a must for
both strategy gamers and
platform fans.
Availability: Sharp GX10 on
Vodafone

Comments: This is a strange
game! The premise is to build
a giant robot, but having
played it we weren’t aware
of much building going on!
The mini puzzles (which you
access by travelling around
the robot in a lift) are ok, but
it feels like you’re not actually
making any real progress.
Availability: Most Nokia
handsets on Orange
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CARTOONSCAPE
Send personalised cartoon
messages to
create a
message with a difference.
wap: http://wap.cartoonscape.com
Bango: text GO WAPTOONS to 89080
(Message costs £1.50)

PHUNKY PHONES
There are some great
animated, colour images
here at £3 each.
web: http://phunkyphones.net

MOBILE PHOTOS
Share and organise your
photos with the online Photo
Album then send them to
your friends.
web: http://www.mobilephotos.com

MOBILE
BACKGROUNDS
Great colour cartoon-style
pictures tailored for different
phones that can be sent
via MMS
web: http://www.mobilebackgrounds

Get to many sites quickly
and easily with Bango.net.
Send a text message and
we send you back a return
message that automatically
takes you to the site
you want to access on
the Mobile Internet.
These text messages start
with the word GO and cost
£1.50 but give you £1.50
to spend on content.
You can also access these
site using the Bango
Numbers directly.
1. Set up a bookmark on
your phone for
http://bango.net.
2. Go to the site and enter
the Bango Number there.
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